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This is the book that Bobbi Brown's fans have been waiting for: her 25-plus years of makeup styling

experience distilled into one complete, gorgeous book. Bobbi looks at everything from skincare

basics to every aspect of facial makeup--from how to find the right color and type of foundation for

any skin tone to how to apply every detail of eye makeup (Brows, Eye Liner, Eye Shadow, and Eye

Lashes) no matter your eye color and shape. Of course there are never-before-seen tips on blush,

bronzer, lip liners, lipstick, etc. And Bobbi looks beyond the face with informative chapters on

"Hands and Feet" and "Body Skin Care." Each chapter has thorough step-by-step basic directions

for makeup application and easy-to-follow photographs and line drawings, along with Bobbi's expert,

yet assuring, advice. Plus, there's a groundbreaking section of the book that will be of special

interest to women who've wanted to know how makeup stylists do what they do: the top beauty

secrets only these artists know, essential equipment to keep on hand, how to break into the

business, and how to work with photographers and celebrities. Breathtaking photos of the finished

faces-from everyday looks to exotic runway style-along with advice on putting it all together for

every woman, make this a book like no other.BOBBI BROWN'S MAKEUP MANUAL will be the only

book any woman will need to look absolutely fabulous.
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The subtitle of BOBBI BROWN MAKEUP MANUAL indicates it is for the beginner to pro and I'm in

the beginner category. All I'm interested in is doing my own makeup well. As a user of Bobbi Brown

makeup for over ten years, I wanted to read this book to see what I could improve as formerly I was

just applying the makeup as instructed by the BB counter saleswoman instructed me. I didn't know



why I was doing what I was doing until I read this book.The bulk of the book (the first 138 pages) is

designed to be used by both individual women for their own makeup and can also be used by

professionals. After giving some brief opinions and recommendations on which products or product

types to use on various skin types or for different purposes (such as when to use crÃ¨me blush

versus powder blush for example), clear directions for applying the makeup properly are given in

brief text along with full step by step directions. Important to note is that all skin colors and different

ethnicities are included. Special techniques for Asians are given such as handling eye makeup. I

was happily surprised to see special advice given for women with freckles, the advice is to not cover

them up completely but to use special makeup effects that allow them to show through. Also

covered is how to handle makeup with skin conditions such as rosacea and others.A section at the

beginning gives information about brush selection, the importance of proper brush maintenance,

and the reasons to use high quality brushes. Advice on compiling makeup kits is included,

specifically, what items to buy and how to organize them for different purposes (travel, everyday

use, and so forth).I was impressed also with the section about eyebrows and eyelashes.
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